
ALIENWARE TRI-MODE WIRELESS 
GAMING MOUSE – AW720M

UNMATCHED CAPABILITIES
Enjoy unprecedented performance with 26,000 DPI, 
tracking of up to 650 IPS and sensors capable of 
handling up to 50G of max acceleration.1 Plus, reduce 
debounce time, boost precision and enhance accuracy 
with long-lasting optical switches and uniquely-
designed, magnetically sprung, independent L/R 
keyplates that are faster, stiffer and more durable than 
traditional spring mechanisms. 

GAME UNINTERRUPTED
Connect via a USB-C Wireless Dongle and get up to 
140-hrs of robust, lag-free gaming. Alternatively, get 
up to 420 hours with a Bluetooth connection.2

Magnetic snap-on charging is easy to connect and 
disconnect, enabling you to keep your mouse powered 
up, without compromising performance.

When every minute counts, fast-charging provides up 
to 20 hours of gameplay, with only a five-minute 
charge.2

TRI-MODE CONNECTIVITY
Experience a silky-smooth, wired-like performance 
with our 2.4GHz USB-C Wireless Dongle with 
1000Hz Wireless Polling. Or connect the AW720M 
via Bluetooth 5.1, ideal for use with a laptop or mobile 
device. And for a traditional wired experience, 
connect to a PC with the included USB-A to USB-C 
cable.

ONE-OF-A-KIND DESIGN
Eight programmable buttons and 3D-sculpted thumb 
grips pair with a slimmer, more symmetrical design for 
an enhanced, ambidextrous grip.

When it comes to looks, the AW720M is in a class of 
its own, thanks to iconic Alienware design and AlienFX
RGB lighting that syncs with the Alienware Command 
Center.

The stunning Lunar Light and Dark Side of The Moon 
color option compliments a surface that’s smooth to 
the touch and stain resistant—for a gaming experience 
as stunning as it is powerful.



FEATURES AND TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS

1Max Acceleration vs Windows Mouse Acceleration. Max Acceleration describes the fastest rate of change of speed that the sensor can handle. Windows Mouse Acceleration (or Enhance pointer 
precision) is a legacy feature in the Windows OS where reported DPI count is multiplied. Used for low DPI mice on growing monitor resolutions.
220 hours continuous play without LEDs after charging dead battery for 5 minutes.
Technical specifications subject to change without prior notice.
Product availability varies by country.  Please contact your Dell representative for more information.
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ALIENWARE TRI-MODE WIRELESS GAMING MOUSE AW720H

CONNECTIVITY 2.4GHz Gaming Wireless
Bluetooth 5.1 Connectivity
USB Wired

GAMING POLLING 1000Hz over Wired & 2.4GHz Gaming Wireless

BATTERY LIFE2 140 Hours - 2.4GHz Gaming Wireless
420 Hours - Bluetooth

FAST CHARGING2 5 minutes charge for 20 hours of gameplay

SENSOR MAX SENSITIVITY Native 26,000 DPI

SENSOR MAX SPEED 650 IPS

SENSOR MAX ACCELERATION1 50G

NUMBER OF BUTTONS 8 Fully Programmable buttons, arranged 

CLICK LIFESPAN 70 Million for L/R Buttons

WEIGHT ~89g

LIGHTING 1 Zone 16.8 Million RGB, AlienFX

CABLE TYPE 2m Light Ultra-flexible Braided Cable

COLORS Lunar Light 
Dark Side of the Moon

KEYPLATE STRUCTURE Magnetically Assisted

CHARGING CONNECTOR Magnetic Snap Charging Adapter
USB-A to USB-C Cable
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